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hi, i just finished baking this recipe. i like a lot of the flavor, but the texture of the cake was very wet and sticky. i live in an apartment, so my oven only goes up to 350 degrees f. i've never had this problem with this recipe in the past and the cake was really dense and very
moist in texture. i wonder if i should try a higher temperature in the oven. well i was skeptical to say the least. my first attempt at this was a flat failure, it tasted wonderful but was flat and not moist. i never give up and tried it again. i used a 9 x 13 pan and it turned out
perfect, amazing recipe! in case you're wondering why there are dedicated commands for moving components from one sheet to another, these are provided because the standard cut & copy commands automatically reset the unique identifier in each component. the uid ties
the schematic component to the pcb component, if a schematic component's uid has been reset you will be prompted to attempt to match via designators whenever the design is synchronized (when the design update command is used). uids can be re-synchronized if
required, using the project component links command from within the pcb editor. this is a serious dessert go to! its my fourth time making this cake since june! everybody loves it and i have had people offer to pay me to make it! my variation (too many gluten free friends and
my mom) is to use bobs red mill gluten free 1:1 flour and i use coconut blossom palm sugar (lowest in glycemics) for sugar concerns. the cake always turns out beautifully and is moist and delicious! i hope you enjoy it as much as i do!
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i made this cake a few weeks ago. everytime i slice into it, it is so moist and delicious! it's such a big hit at get-togethers, even with people who've had gluten-free baked goods before (not to mention who have never heard of a gluten-free anything!) i've been making it for at
least a year now. you must have a talented baker for a daughter. this cake is wonderful! it was the best cake i have ever made! i have been making my birthday cakes for the last couple of years and i am glad i switched to this gluten free chocolate cake. it's moist, decadent,

and soft with a wonderful taste. i have been known to eat up to two and half pieces of it per visit to a family function. i always have it for my birthday. i have made this cake three times now. my husband was shocked to eat this. it is moist and nice and chocolatey. icing can be
a big pain. i've had to play with icing alot. the times i can't get it right i have it taste good anyway. i live in a part of california that has some really crappy weather right now. it has been pretty rainy/snowy so i haven't gotten to try it out. i will be using it this week just to make
sure it is good for a tough time of the year. i always know my cake is really good if the weather is bad. we've made this cake twice now. the first time, it was a little dense. the second time we baked it as directed. the second time it was perfect! i just had to test with a bit of

glycerine to let the sugar dissolve. i've made it a lot and this is the best version. it's slightly sweet, not too moist, light and fluffy.. perfect every time! 5ec8ef588b
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